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This study presents the role of the magnesium phenylmalonate (MgPA) in the thermal behavior, fluidity, and mechanical
properties of Poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA). The results from non-isothermal crystallization investigation showed that the
presence of MgPA as a heterogeneous nucleating agent facilitated the crystallization of PLLA in cooling. Additionally,
the non-isothermal crystallization behavior of PLLA/MgPA was affected significantly by MgPA concentration, the
cooling rate, and the final melting temperature. Melting behavior of PLLA/MgPA under different testing conditions
further confirmed the crystallization accelerating effect of MgPA for PLLA, and the double melting peaks of
PLLA/MgPA system mainly assigned to the melting-recrystallization mechanism. A decrease of the onset
decomposition temperature indicated that the incorporation of MgPA reduced the thermal stability of PLLA, but the
effect of MgPA on the thermal decomposition profile of PLLA is negligible. Compared to the primary PLLA, the
addition of MgPA could improve significantly the fluidity of the PLLA, and the fluidity became better with increasing of
MgPA concentration in PLLA matrix. MgPA of 0.2 wt.% to 2 wt.% could make the tensile strength of PLLA increase,
however, a continuous drop in elongation at break was also observed.
Keywords: poly(L-lactic acid), magnesium phenylmalonate, non-isothermal crystallization, fluidity, mechanical
properties.

1. INTRODUCTION 

hexahydrophthalate
[10],
phthalhydrazide
[11],
N-aminophthalimide [12], etc., were introduced into PLLA
matrix to accelerate the crystallization process. For
instance, benzoyl hydrazine derivatives with different
structures were designed and synthesized to act as
nucleating agents for PLLA, and the crystallization
behavior confirmed that benzoyl hydrazine derivatives had
a remarkable promoting effect for PLLA crystallization
[13 – 15]. In particular, the addition of 0.8 wt.% N, N’Bis(benzoyl) suberic acid dihydrazide could cause the
crystallization half-time of the PLLA to decrease from 26.5
to 1.4 min at 115 °C [16]. Correspondingly an increase of
crystallinity must lead to the higher heat distortion
temperature and enhancement of heat resistance.
Overcoming the low melt strength of PLLA, introducing
long branched chains was proved to be effective method to
improve the melt strength [17]. Thus, Yang and his team
synthesized firstly microcrystalline cellulose-graftpolylactic acid copolymer via melt copolycondensation,
and then investigate the effect of microcrystalline
cellulose-graft-polylactic acid copolymer on the melt
strength of PLLA. The elongational viscosity increased
with increasing concentration of microcrystalline cellulosegraft-polylactic acid copolymer in PLA matrix, suggesting
that the addition of microcrystalline cellulose-graftpolylactic acid copolymer enhanced the melt strength of
PLLA [18].
Salts of phenylmalonic acid, as one of the most
important organic metallic salts, exhibit the excellent
compatibility with polymer because of its organic section,
and the stable structure stemming from its inorganic
section, and these advantages have contributed to the use
of salts of phenylmalonic acid as efficient functional

Now, environmental pollution has becoming the global
problem, thus, the face of growing white pollution,
developing environment-friendly plastics in polymer field
is very urgent and necessary to protect the global
ecological environment. Poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA), as
one of the most important biodegradable polymers, has
achieved the large-scale production through a lot of
sustained hard work of multinationals such as Nature
Works LLC, Mitsui Chemicals Group, etc. And PLLA also
represents clearly an alternative to petroleum-based
polymers in food packaging [1, 2], disposable tableware
[3], and mulch films [4] because of its biodegradability,
nontoxic, good biocompatibility [5, 6]. For example, nisinloaded chitosan/PLLA antimicrobial films were fabricated
via coating method, and the results from diffusion behavior
and antimicrobial activity of nisin-loaded chitosan/PLLA
films revealed well-controlled release and antimicrobial
activity against Staphylococcus aureus ATCC6538,
showing that nisin-loaded chitosan/PLLA films may be a
promising active food packaging film [7].
However, some major defects including the slow
crystallization rate, poor heat resistance, and low melt
strength, etc., restrict seriously the application of PLLA in
more industry fields, the most effective and simple way to
improve the aforementioned defects is the introduction of
functional additives in PLLA matrix. Aiming at the slow
crystallization rate of PLLA, many nucleating agents,
including talc [8], carbon black [9], dilithium
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additives in polymer resin. Thus, salts of phenylmalonic
acid including lithium phenylmalonate, calcium
phenylmalonate, strontium phenylmalonate, barium
phenylmalonate,
cadmium
phenylmalonate,
zinc
phenylmalonate, etc., were added to PLLA matrix to
investigate their influences on crystallization performances
of PLLA [19], it was found that, apart from potassium
phenylmalonate, other salts of phenylmalonic acid could
serve as nucleating agents for the crystallization of PLLA.
However, their work only focused on the comparative
study of different salts of phenylmalonic acid for the
crystallization of PLLA, the effects of a certain salt of
phenylmalonic acid on thermal performances, processing
fluidity, and mechanical properties of PLLA were not
reported, these studies is very necessary to further reveal
the role of MgPA in PLLA matrix. Thus, in this
investigation, we mainly focus on the non-isothermal
crystallization behavior, melting behavior under different
conditions, thermal stability, melt index, and mechanical
properties of magnesium phenylmalonate (designated as
MgPA) nucleated PLLA through differential scanning
calorimeter (DSC), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA),
melt index instrument, and electronic tensioner.

elongations at break were obtained by averaging over four
specimens.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Non-isothermal crystallization behavior
Slow crystallization rate is one of the worst problem
during processing, thus, the effect of MgPA on nonisothermal crystallization of PLLA was investigated firstly.
Fig. 1 presents the DSC curves of non-isothermal
crystallization of the primary PLLA and PLLA/MgPA
samples from 190 °C at a cooling rate of 1 °C/min.
Through DSC curves analysis, it is very clear that the
primary PLLA does almost not have non-isothermal
crystallization peak in cooling, showing that the
crystallization ability of the primary PLLA itself is very
poor as reported by other literatures [20, 21]. In contrast,
the addition of MgPA exhibits completely different results,
that is, all PLLA/MgPA samples have obvious nonisothermal crystallization peaks in DSC cooling curves,
indicating that the MgPA promotes the crystallization of
PLLA. Additionally, the influence of MgPA concentration
on non-isothermal crystallization behavior of PLLA is also
observed from Fig. 1. At the range of MgPA
concentrations, the non-isothermal crystallization of PLLA
can be classified into two stages. When MgPA
concentration is 0.2 wt.% to 1 wt.%, the onset
crystallization temperature and the crystallization peak
temperature do almost not depend on the MgPA
concentration, but PLLA/0.5%MgPA sample has the
sharpest non-isothermal crystallization peak, indicating
that it has the largest crystallization rate in cooling.
Compared to the primary PLLA, 0.5 wt.% MgPA causes
the onset crystallization temperature, the crystallization
peak temperature and the non-isothermal crystallization
enthalpy of PLLA to give rise to an increase from
101.4 °C, 94.5 °C, and 0.1 J/g to 119.2 °C, 113.8 °C,
34.5 J/g, respectively. After the non-isothermal
crystallization process, the degree of crystallinity increases
from 0.1 % to 37.0 % (Here, the degree of crystallinity of
the primary PLLA and PLLA/MgPA system was
calculated according to the literature [22]).

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1. Materials
2002D PLLA (the D content 4.25 %, the Mw 1.9 × 105)
was obtained from Nature Works LLC, USA. The
magnesium phenylmalonate was synthesized in our
laboratory according to the literature [19].

2.2. Preparation of PLLA/MgPA
The PLLA and MgPA were mixed in the beaker, and
dried for 24 h at 45 °C in a vacuum oven. Melting process
of the PLLA and MgPA mixture was performed on
RM-200C torque rheometer with a rotation speed of
32 rpm for 7 min, then at 64 rpm for 7 min at 190 °C. And
then the resulting mixture was hot pressed in a mould with
a 0.4 mm thickness for 5 min at 190 °C, and cool pressed
at room temperature for 10 min to obtain the PLLA with
different concentration MgPA samples.

2.3. Testing
The non-isothermal crystallization and melting
behavior of the primary PLLA and PLLA/MgPA samples
were tested using TA Instruments Q2000 DSC with
50 mL/min nitrogen. The thermal stability from room
temperature to 650 °C was determined by TA Instruments
Q500 TGA, and the airflow rate and the heating rate were
60 mL/min and 5 °C/min, respectively. The fluidity was
measured by the melt index instrument (Beijing Guance
Testing Instrument Co., LTD, China), and the relevant
testing parameters were following: the testing temperature
190 °C, load 2.16 kg. The testing specimens of mechanical
properties were prepared through pneumatic sheetpunching machine, and the tensile tests were conducted on
a D&G DX-10000 electronic tensile tester at the speed of
50 mm/min at room temperature, and the relevant
mechanical properties data including tensile strength and

Fig. 1. DSC curves of non-isothermal crystallization of the
primary PLLA and PLLA/MgPA from 190 °C at a
cooling rate of 1 °C/min

When MgPA concentration is 2 wt.% to 5 wt.%, with
an increase of MgPA concentration, the non-isothermal
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crystallization peak shifts to lower temperature, indicating
that its crystallization process starts at a lower temperature.
Moreover, the non-isothermal crystallization peak also
becomes much wider, resulting from the impediment effect
of excessive MgPA for PLLA crystallization.
Aforementioned non-isothermal crystallization results,
0.5 wt.% MgPA exhibits the best crystallization
accelerating effect for PLLA. To further reveal the role of
MgPA in PLLA matrix, a comparative study of nonisothermal crystallization process from the melt and room
temperature was performed. Fig. 2 presents the DSC
curves
of
non-isothermal
crystallization
of
PLLA/0.5%MgPA from the melt crystallization and
cooling crystallization. The temperature of the nonisothermal crystallization peak from melt crystallization is
higher than that from cooling crystallization, and the nonisothermal crystallization enthalpy is also larger, the reason
is that the MgPA as a heterogeneous nucleating agent can
make the PLLA nucleate rapidly, and excellent motility of
PLLA molecular segment in high temperature regions
promotes PLLA to form rapidly crystal during cooling
from the melt. Whereas poor motility results in the
decrease of crystal number during heating from room
temperature, although that the nuclear rate is faster because
of heterogeneous nucleation of MgPA and homogeneous
nucleation of PLLA itself in low temperature regions,
suggesting that, upon the existence of nucleating agent
MgPA, the crystallization of PLLA mainly depends on the
motility of molecular chains.

indicates complexity of crystallization of PLLA/MgPA
samples under this circumstance.

Fig. 3. DSC curves of non-isothermal crystallization of
PLLA/MgPA samples from the melt at a rate of 2 °C/min

In addition, the final melting temperature is also
another important factor to non-isothermal crystallization
of polymers [24, 25], especially for the additive with
organic and inorganic section, resulting from the different
solubility of the additive in polymer matrix at different
melting temperature, whereas the solubility would affect
directly the nucleating density and compatibility. Fig. 4
displays the non-isothermal crystallization DSC curves of
PLLA/MgPA samples from the different final melting
temperatures at a cooling rate of 1 °C/min.

Fig. 2. DSC curves of non-isothermal crystallization of
PLLA/0.5%MgPA at a rate of 1 °C/min from the melt
crystallization and cooling crystallization

Apart from the additives concentration, the cooling rate
often affects the non-isothermal crystallization behavior of
polymers [23]. Fig. 3 shows the DSC curves of nonisothermal crystallization behavior of PLLA/MgPA
samples from the melt at a cooling rate of 2 °C/min.
Compared to the cooling rate of 1 °C/min, an increase of
cooling rate leads to the shift of crystallization peak to
lower temperature and wider crystallization peaks,
meaning a decrease of crystallization ability of
PLLA/MgPA sample, confirming that the competitive
relationship of cooling rate and MgPA for promoting
crystallization of PLLA, that is, the crystallization of
PLLA/MgPA sample is suppressed by a high cooling rate.
On the other hand, under the same cooling rate, it is
observed that the non-isothermal crystallization behavior
of PLLA/MgPA samples depends on not only MgPA
concentration but also a specific cooling rate, which

Fig. 4. Non-isothermal
crystallization
DSC
curves
of
PLLA/MgPA from the different final melting temperature
at a cooling rate of 1 °C/min

As shown in Fig. 4, when the final melting
temperature is 170 °C, the temperature of the nonisothermal crystallization peak of PLLA/MgPA sample, in
comparison to the final melting temperature of 210 °C, is
higher, showing higher crystallization temperature and
more powerful crystallization ability. The probable reason
is that more organic section of MgPA is dissolved in PLLA
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matrix at higher melting temperature, resulting in the
enhancement of compatibility between PLLA and MgPA.
However, at the same time, that results in poor stability of
MgPA as a heterogeneous nucleating agent and subsequent
crystallization promoting effect of MgPA for PLLA in
cooling. Moreover, the difference of non-isothermal
crystallization peak temperature of the same PLLA/MgPA
sample at the final melting temperature of 170 °C and
210 °C increases with increasing of MgPA concentration,
which further confirms aforementioned relationship
between the solubility, stability, and crystallization ability.

peaks. In contrast, these exists only a single peak in high
temperature region from 125 °C to 135 °C. Moreover, the
melting peak shifts toward the higher temperature.
However, it is also noted that the melting peak after
isothermal crystallization at 135 °C, in comparison to the
melting peak after isothermal crystallization at 125 °C,
become wider, indicating that crystal perfection becomes
poor resulting from the stronger motility of PLLA
molecular segment in higher temperature region and
corresponding disorderly arrangement. This result also
further demonstrates the crystallization temperature is
crucial for PLLA isothermal crystallization in the presence
of nucleating agent MgPA.

3.2. Melting behavior
In non-isothermal crystallization section, the
temperature of the maximum crystallization rate of
PLLA/0.5%MgPA appears at nearby115 °C. Thus, we
choose 115 °C as the isothermal crystallization temperature
to investigate the melting behavior of PLLA/0.5%MgPA
after isothermal crystallization. The melting behavior of
PLLA/MgPA at a heating rate of 10 °C/min after
isothermal crystallization at 115 °C for different time was
shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that, with increasing of
crystallization time, the low-temperature melting peak
shifts to higher temperature, and the high-temperature
melting peak degenerates gradually to merge into a single
peak with low-temperature melting peak. When the
crystallization time increases from 30 min to 300 min,
more crystals were formed in the presence of MgPA,
resulting in more difficult in reforming the crystal during
heating because of the decrease of MgPA as effective
crystal nucleus. This result evidences that the melting
mechanism of PLLA/MgPA system assigns to meltingrecrystallization. Furthermore, the almost identical
temperatures of all high-temperature melting peaks also
further confirm the melting-recrystallization [26].

Fig. 6. Melting behavior of PLLA/0.5%MgPA at a heating rate of
10 °C/min after isothermal crystallization at different
temperature for 180 min

In non-isothermal crystallization section, the cooling
rate exhibits significant influence on the non-isothermal
crystallization behavior of PLLA/MgPA samples.
Similarly, the heating rate must be an important influence
factor for the melting behavior of PLLA/MgPA. Fig. 7
shows the melting behavior of PLLA/0.5%MgPA sample
at different heating rates after non-isothermal
crystallization (cooling rate 1 °C/min).

Fig. 5. Melting behavior of PLLA/MgPA at a heating rate of
10 °C/min after isothermal crystallization at 115 °C for
different time
Fig. 7. Melting behavior of PLLA/0.5%MgPA at different
heating rates after non-isothermal crystallization

For melting behaviors after isothermal crystallization,
crystallization temperature can significantly affect the
melting behavior. Fig. 6 shows the melting behavior of
PLLA/0.5%MgPA at a heating rate of 10 °C/min after
isothermal crystallization at different temperature for
180 min. As seen in Fig. 6, insufficient crystallization
occurs in low temperature region from 95 °C to 105 °C,
which may result in the appearance of polymorphism of
crystals, and the co-action of polymorphism and meltingrecrystallization lead to the appearance of double melting

With increasing of the heating rate, the hightemperature melting peak shifts to lower temperature, and
the peak area also decreases compared with the lowtemperature melting peak, the reason is still that an
increase of heating rate makes the crystal number decrease
and perfection become poor. Whereas because the
perfections of these crystals formed in cooling are
uniformity, the low-temperature melting peak does almost
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not move. This difference from aforementioned melting
behavior further confirms the melting-recrystallization
mechanism of PLLA/MgPA system.

semicrystalline polymers are related to the crystallinity
[28].

3.3. Thermal stability
Thermal stability is a crucial index in determining the
working temperature of polymers [27]. Here, thermal
stability of PLLA/MgPA systems was evaluated using
TGA. Fig. 8 shows the TGA curves of the primary PLLA
and PLLA/MgPA samples at a heating rate of 5 °C/min
under airflow from 35 °C to 650 °C. Both the primary
PLLA and all PLLA/MgPA samples exhibit only one
decomposition stage, indicating that the addition of MgPA
can not change the thermal decomposition profile of the
PLLA, which is probably associated with the amount of
MgPA in PLLA matrix and the compatibility between
PLLA and MgPA. However, the MgPA has significant
impact on the onset decomposition temperature (To)
defined by TGA software. For the primary PLLA,
PLLA/0.2%MgPA, PLLA/0.5%MgPA, PLLA/1%MgPA,
PLLA/2%MgPA, PLLA/3%MgPA, PLLA/5%MgPA, the
To are 341.3 °C, 317.9 °C, 299.4 °C, 275.0 °C, 258.1 °C,
260.4 °C, and 248.4 °C, respectively. It is very clear from
the Fig. 8 that the To of PLLA/MgPA sample depends on
the MgPA concentration. Additionally, apart from
MgPA/3%MgPA sample, the To decreases extremely with
addition of MgPA into PLLA matrix, especially for
PLLA/5%MgPA sample, the To is decreased by 92.9 °C.
As a result, the incorporation of MgPA reduces the thermal
stability of PLLA, though no effect on the thermal
decomposition profile.

Fig. 9. Effect of MgPA on MFR of PLLA

Here,
through aforementioned
non-isothermal
crystallization analysis, it is a fact that MgPA can
accelerate the crystallization of PLLA. Therefore, the
effect of MgPA on the mechanical properties of PLLA was
listed in Table.1. Compared to the primary PLLA, the
tensile strength of PLLA with various MgPA
concentrations from 0.2 wt.% to 2 wt.% increases,
however, when the MgPA concentration exceeds 2 wt.%,
the tensile strength drops dramatically, even the tensile
strength of PLLA/5%MgPA can not be detected. For the
elongation at break, the primary PLLA has the largest
elongation at break, PLLA/MgPA samples, apart from
PLLA/0.2%MgPA sample, exhibit continuous drop with
the increasing of MgPA concentration, possibly resulting
from an increase of crystallinity and inorganic substance
from MgPA in PLLA matrix.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the primary PLLA and
PLLA/MgPA samples
Sample
PLLA
PLLA/0.2%MgPA
PLLA/0.5%MgPA
PLLA/1%MgPA
PLLA/2%MgPA
PLLA/3%MgPA
PLLA/5%MgPA

Fig. 8. TGA of the primary PLLA and PLLA/MgPA at a heating
rate of 5 °C/min

Tensile strength,
MPa
47.6 ± 2.4
62.3 ± 1.3
64.7 ± 0.2
65.9 ± 0.6
62.9 ± 0.8
41.0 ± 2.7
–

Elongation at
break, %
5.2 ± 0.6
1.0 ± 0.2
1.7 ± 0.1
1.6 ± 0.1
1.3 ± 0.2
0.6 ± 0.2
–

4. CONCLUSIONS
MgPA was prepared to investigate its influence on the
non-isothermal crystallization, melting behavior, thermal
stability, fluidity and mechanical properties of PLLA using
DSC, TGA, melt index instrument, and electronic
tensioner. Non-isothermal crystallization results indicated
that MgPA could serve as a nucleating agent to accelerate
the crystallization of PLLA, and PLLA/0.5%MgPA
exhibited the largest crystallization rate. Meantime, in nonisothermal
crystallization
investigation,
MgPA
concentration, the cooing rate, and the final melting
temperature exhibited the distinct effect on the nonisothermal crystallization behavior of PLLA. Melting
behavior after isothermal crystallization showed that

3.4. Fluidity and mechanical properties
The fluidity determines directly the processability of
polymers in the extrusion process, and the melt index is
used to characterize the fluidity of polymers. Usually, the
larger the melt mass flow rate (MFR) is, the better the
fluidity is. Fig. 9 shows the effect of MgPA on the MFR of
PLLA. It is found from Fig. 9 that the MFR increases with
increasing of the MgPA concentration, and the MFR of
PLLA/5%MgPA sample is considerably enhanced up to, at
least, 16 times with respect to the primary PLLA, implying
that the MgPA can improve significantly the fluidity of the
PLLA. In addition, the mechanical properties of
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Dressing Applications
RSC Advances
2015: pp. 16940 – 16949.
https://doi.org/10.1039/c4ra16208k

different crystallization temperature and time resulted in
the difference of melting behavior, and the double melting
peaks of PLLA/MgPA system were attributed to the
melting-recrystallization mechanism. And the melting
behavior of PLLA/MgPA at different rates after nonisothermal crystallization further confirmed the meltingrecrystallization mechanism. Though the addition of
MgPA could not change the thermal decomposition profile
of the PLLA, MgPA made the To decrease. Melt index
result indicated that the introduction of MgPA could
improve the fluidity of the PLLA. For the influence of
MgPA on the mechanical properties of PLLA, the tensile
strength of PLLA with MgPA of 0.2 wt.% to 2 wt.%
increased, but the elongation at break dropped with
increasing of MgPA concentration.
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